
 

Tamil cinema is one of the most eminent centres for film production in India. In India, Tamil film industry has always been a
stronghold of Indian popular culture and entertainment. Tamil Cinema also influences other languages cinema around the world,
popular among Sri Lankan Tamil diaspora populations and expatriate communities in Singapore and Malaysia. Today tamil
movies can be seen on all continents including North America where Tamil movie "Kanchana" was released as English movie
"A Gentleman". In this article we will be discussing about 3 best tamil movies that have been dvdrip’s from the year 2000 to
2010 which are downloaded from www.myfriendganesha3.com . Kireedam (English: Glory) is a 2000 Indian Tamil action film
directed by Suresh Krishna. The film features Ajith Kumar in the lead role, while Tabu, Simran and Soundarya play supporting
roles. The film was later dubbed in Hindi under the title "Ajgarz". The music was composed by Vidyasagar. While the song
"Dharma Yuddham" is based on Ilaiyaraaja's "Thulli Thirinthaal" song from the Tamil film Ponnukku Thanga Manasu. The
film was an average hit at the box office. The Times of India gave the film 3 stars and wrote, "Ajith Kumar fans would lap up
this one for its action and Ajith's effortless style. The script maintains a very careful balance by blending romance into the story
and making it a commercially viable venture". Behindwoods wrote, "it is a neat movie for this season with its very neat
presentation and sound narration" and rated it 2.5/5 However, Rediff wrote, "the director fails to make the best use of Ajith's
scintillating screen presence" and rated it 2/5. 3. Paayum Puli (English: The Blue Bird) is a 2001 Indian Tamil action film
directed by A. R. Murugadoss, while the screenplay and dialogues were written by Sakthi Chidambaram. The film stars Ajith
Kumar, Ramya Krishnan and Sneha in the lead roles with Nassar, Raghuvaran and Charmila playing other supporting roles. The
film was a remake of Paayum Puli from the Hindi film "Antardwand" directed by Manmohan Desai which starred Amitabh
Bachchan, Jayaprada and Tabu in pivotal supporting roles. The film's music was composed by Deva. The song "Priyamaana
Thozhi" was well received and became popular among the masses. The film opened to positive reviews with critics praising
Ajith's performance, direction, screenplay and action sequences. Furthermore, the dubbed Telugu version also did well at the
box office. The film emerged as a successful venture at the box office, running for over 175 days in theatres. It is considered as
one of the first successful remakes ever in Tamil cinema. Whilst it is considered by many as one of Ajith's best performances
till date alongside Marudhanayagam (1993). 4.
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